ERRATA

In the version of the report originally printed and published online there were a small number of errors and omissions, which have now been corrected. They were the following:

In figure 2.5, the series labelled 'GDP per capita' mistakenly plotted GDP. The following is the correct chart:

![Figure 2.5: Corrected Chart of Average weekly earnings decoupled from GDP growth](image)

In figure 2.7 the dates on the x axis were omitted. The following is the correct chart:

![Figure 2.7: Corrected Chart of House price inflation significantly outstripped wage growth for almost two decades](image)

In figure 3.13 the key was omitted. This is as below.

![Figure 3.13: Corrected Chart of As the government deficit declines, other sectors of the economy need to increase their net borrowing to maintain overall balance](image)

On p62, in the final paragraph, '30 per cent' should be '33 per cent'.